Inhibition of fibrin-bound thrombin by a covalent antithrombin-heparin complex.
Numerous studies have shown that fibrin-bound thrombin (IIa) is protected from inhibition by antithrombin (AT) + heparin (H) due to the formation of a ternary fibrin.IIa.H complex. We investigated factors affecting the inhibition of fibrin.IIa by a covalent complex of AT and H (ATH). The rate of IIa reaction with ATH was decreased 2-3-fold by fibrin monomer as compared to 57-fold for AT + heparin with high AT affinity. Furthermore, although the reaction of AT + H with a IIa mutant with decreased H binding (RA-IIa) was inhibited 2-3-fold in the presence of fibrin, reaction rates of ATH + RA-IIa were not reduced by fibrin. The relative difference in the effect of fibrin on the ATH reaction with RA-IIa compared to that for reactions of AT + H with RA-IIa is consistent with the fact that, in the absence of fibrin, the rate of the ATH reaction with RA-IIa relative to IIa was much less reduced (8-fold) compared to the corresponding reactions of AT + H (decreased 306 fold). Similarly, the addition of excess H in the absence of fibrin gave only a small decrease in rate of ATH + IIa reaction. However, in the presence of fibrin, the addition of 40-fold excess H decreased the rate of ATH inhibition of IIa by 1 order of magnitude. Experiments with ATH containing low molecular weight heparin chains with low AT affinity showed that IIa inhibition requires ATH with long chains that activate the AT moiety. Finally, electrophoresis of fibrin +/- ((125)I-)IIa +/- ((125)I-)ATH on native and denaturing gels showed that ATH forms ATH-IIa complexes that remain bound to fibrin through the ATH component. Thus, ATH is a potent inhibitor of fibrin-bound IIa, likely due to the formation of fibrin.ATH-IIa as opposed to fibrin.IIa.H ternary complexes.